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. QualNet.Developer 6.1 Win SURMAATÂ .The Israeli army said today it had targeted the Iranian-made surface-to-air missile battery of “a terrorist force” in the Palestinian Gaza Strip, but said the missile launch was unsuccessful. A defense official said the attack
took place Monday morning during the peak of the Gaza protest, as tens of thousands of Palestinians demonstrated across the territory. Get The Times of Israel's Daily Edition by email and never miss our top stories Free Sign Up Two rockets were fired from Gaza
at Israel, one of which was intercepted by an Iron Dome missile, the IDF said. There were no injuries or damage in the Israeli attack. “The IDF will not tolerate attempts to endanger Israeli citizens,” a military spokesperson told AFP. “We targeted it in the morning,
during the Gaza protest.” The attack took place just hours after the Mossad spy agency said that it foiled an Iranian plan to smuggle weaponry into the Gaza Strip. The security agency said the Iranian plot to provide sophisticated weaponry to Gaza terrorists was

discovered during an undercover operation and thwarted in its entirety. It did not say what the weaponry was, but Hamas’s al-Qassam Brigades, which is the terror group’s military wing, said it seized 10,000 missiles from an arms depot in Khan Younis in June
2015. Hamas is an offshoot of the Iranian Revolution’s Islamic regime which rules in Tehran. Mossad said that in addition to its normal intelligence activities, it conducted an operation to monitor the flow of weapons into the Strip, and added that the plot was foiled

because of its “rigorous attention to operational details.” The agency said it had intelligence that “several dozen trucks, 20 containers and one barge” were to be smuggled into the Strip through a tunnel from Egypt, with the purpose of “storing weapons and
conducting operations.” Israel has been conducting air strikes in response to waves of weekly protests which have seen dozens killed by IDF fire, as well as occasional rocket barrages. Iran has rejected Israeli and American claims that it supplies weaponry to the

Gaza Strip, despite Israel’s insistence that it does so. The Israeli military said that Iran’s Quds force — its overseas arm — coordinates with Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad terror groups in the
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